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THE ENDORSEMENTS

Bather’s Delight

SURVEY

Cutting-edge materials and
technologies bring aesthetic
energy to these bath and
tile products.
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Artistic Tile’s Dune, made of machine-cut,
hand-finished limestone, is the result of technological innovation and scrupulous artistry.
Light plays off the ridges of the smokecolored tile’s surface, creating dramatic
patterns on any wall.
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The wood-wrapped DR, designed by Marcio
Kogan and Mariana Ruzante of Brazil-based
Studio MK27 for Agape, is a tub big enough
for two. With the option of floor-mounted
taps, the curvy tub makes a dynamic centerpiece for a bathroom.
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Axor’s Shower Products line, designed by
Swedish firm Front, turns bathroom hardware
into attractive forms. This funnel-shaped
showerhead, now available in Europe, comes
in solid brass with a chrome finish. It can also
be customized with 12 surface variations.
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Those seeking simplicity in a sink unit can
look to Boffi’s Flyer suspended tops, available
in solid wood, Corian, Cristalplant stone, marble, granite, and composite stone finishes.
Wall-mounted drawer units provide space for
bathroom products.
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Designer Paola Navone created two mosaic
patterns for Bisazza, Affresco (pictured) and
Halo Halo. The former is a contemporary
take on traditional decorative motifs; flower
petals appear as if they were taken from an
8-bit video game.
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Believe it or not, this cabinet contains a
high-quality sound system by Duravit behind
its mirrored back panels. Two five-watt
flat-drive speakers and a 25-watt woofer
are protected by waterproof and moistureresistant textiles.
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A collaboration between furniture company
Kartell and bathroom brand Laufen, this
collection of wash basins, vanities, shelving,
and accessories was unveiled at last year’s
Salone del Mobile. Most units are available
in seven colors.
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Laminated porcelain stoneware becomes
woodlike in Lea Ceramiche’s Type-32 tiling,
designed by Diego Grandi. The collection
gets its name from its range of options: Mix
and match two shades, four color bases, and
four graphics for 32 different outcomes.
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Porcelanosa’s Urbatek Xlight tiles are only
1
⁄8 -inch thick—ideal for those needing to
refurbish floors and walls without removing
existing surfaces. It also boasts low water
absorption and a 39-by-118-inch size. This
new edition was made to resemble concrete.
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Inspired by the landscape and irregular
surfaces of London, Edward Barber and Jay
Osgerby designed the Mews tiles for Mutina.
The tiles come in six different base colors
with names that recall the British city: fog,
pigeon, chalk, lead, ink, and soot.
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Ludovica and Roberto Palomba conceived
their Morphing design for Kos as a contemporary update of classic, clawfooted
bathtubs. The latest rendition introduces
a shorter version meant for space-limited
urban dwellers.
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Increasing water-droplet volume while
decreasing overall consumption is the goal
behind Toto’s air-injection technology. The
Aero handshower offers two water-flow
options, which bathers can toggle between
with the touch of a button.
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